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INTRODUCTION 

Hydrological properties of the vadose zone often exhibit a high degree of spatial variability 
at various scales due to the heterogeneous nature of geological formations. For laboratory scale 
problems (i.e., small cores, soil columns, and sand boxes), variation in pore size, pore geometry, and 
tortuosity of pore channels are the major source of heterogeneity. They are called laboratory-scale 
heterogeneity. Microstratification, foliation, cracks, and roots are also some possible heterogeneities 
at this scale. As our observation scale increases to a field, stratification or layering in a geologic 
formation becomes the dominant heterogeneity, which is often classified as field -scale heterogeneity. 
At an even larger observation scale, the regional -scale heterogeneity represents the variation of 
geologic formations or facies. Variations among sedimentary basins are then categorized as the 
global -scale heterogeneity. 

Fundamental theories for flow and solute transport through porous media are essentially 
derived for the laboratory-scale heterogeneity. When we attempt to apply these theories to the 
vadose zone, comprising heterogeneities of many different scales, we encounter the scale problem. 
To resolve this problem two approaches have evolved in the past: the system approach and the 
physical approach. The former approach treats the vadose zone as a low pass filter and its governing 
principle is determined by the relationship between its input and output histories (e.g., Jury et al., 
1986). The latter approach however relies on upscaling the laboratory-scale theories to the vadose 
zone. While the system approach has been widely used by soil scientists, it is often criticized for its 
empiricism and the lack of physical principles. Besides, it is known to be limited to nonpoint source 
problems or those related to the integrated behavior of a system (for example, the average 
concentration of nitrate in the irrigation return flow at irrigation drains or their breakthrough at the 
water table beneath an irrigation field). Since this approach requires the knowledge of input and 
output histories and model calibrations, flow and tracer experiments must be carried out at a given 
site prior to prediction. Further, a calibrated system model for the vadose zone at a given depth under 
a given condition is often found unsuitable for different depths and conditions (e.g., Butters et al., 
1989; Butters and Jury, 1989; Roth et al., 1991). 

While such system approaches are practical tools for predicting water flow and pollutant 
transport through thin vadose zones to the water table or to irrigation drains at agricultural fields, 
their utility for general hydrogeological problems is limited. Hydrogeological problems involve 
vadose zones of tens and hundreds of meters in thickness. Input sources to these vadose zones are 
small compared with the scale of hydrogeological settings. Yet, groundwater hydrologists have to 
focus on the spatial and temporal evolution of flow and spread of solutes over the vadose zone and 
regional aquifers (Stephens, 1996). Because of these above- mentioned reasons, the following 
discussion will concentrate on the physical approach that has been widely used by groundwater 
hydrologists. Moreover, the discussion will present only the author's point of view about the scale 
issue and approaches to the heterogeneity in the vadose zone. 

FLOW AND TRANSPORT AT THE LABORATORY SCALE 

Before we examine the physical approach for the vadose zone, fundamental concepts for the 
laboratory -scale problem must be addressed. They are parallel to the upscaling concept for the 
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vadose zone and are essential to our discussion. 

Control volume, Darcian continua and representative elementary volume 
To study water flow and solute transport in porous media at the laboratory scale, hydrologists 

have relied on a continuum concept. Flow in porous media takes place through a complex network 
of interconnected pores or openings. To describe such an intricate network in any exact mathematical 
manner is practically impossible. The basic equation governing fluid flow at the pore -scale level (the 
Navier- Stokes equation) thus must be abandoned. As a result, hydrologists only consider the average 
flow behavior over a certain volume of porous media, which must be greater than several pores. This 
volume over which the flow is averaged is then defined as a control volume (CV). Using this CV 
approach, we essentially bypass both the microscopic level, at which we consider what happens to 
each fluid molecule, and the pore level, at which we consider the flow pattern within each pore and 
between pores. Our observations of flow in porous media then move to the macroscopic level at 
which only average phenomena over the control volume are considered. The property defined at a 
point in our mathematical models thus represents the average and it varies smoothly in space such that 
our differential calculus applies. The medium and flow are then considered as the Darcian continua. 
This continuum concept is parallel to the continuum hypothesis in fluid mechanics and other branches 
of sciences. 

If we apply the CV approach to a porous medium at the laboratory scale, we may classify the 
medium as heterogeneous or homogeneous, depending on the size of the CV. If the size of the CV 
is small, the property is likely to vary spatially. The medium is called heterogeneous although the 
spatial variation of the property is smooth. If progressively larger CV's are used, we find the value 
of the property tends toward a constant value everywhere in the medium. These volumes are defined 
as REV's (Representative Elementary Volumes) and the medium is classified as a homogeneous 
medium. Specifically, the property defined over an REV of a medium must represent the property 
of the entire medium. To do so, the size of the REV must be large enough that it includes all 

representative heterogeneities in the medium This REV concept is analogous to the minimum sample 
volume required in statistical analysis. This volume must be large enough so that the statistics of 
samples in the volume represents a given population. The REV also has to be small so that spatially 
continuous functions can be used to describe properties of the medium. As an example, the volume 
of an REV for a homogeneous sand box must be several times of the average grain diameter of the 
sand but smaller than the sand box, itself. 

The size of the REV is scale- dependent. That is, one may define an REV for a laboratory- 
scale problem but this REV may not be applicable to field -scale problems. Furthermore, the existence 
of an REV for some medium properties will be time -dependent. For medium properties such as 

porosity and bulk density that are not associated with flow, existence of the REV is independent of 
time. On the other hand, the REV for properties related to flow process (such as hydraulic 
conductivity) can only be defined when the REV requirement with respect to flow is met. That is, 

the flow process must take sufficient time to experience many heterogeneities in the medium. For 
example, the wetting front from a point source in a sand box must evolve to a certain size before the 

REV concept can be applied. This time- dependent phenomenon is nonetheless obscured by the fact 
that in a homogeneous soil column, the size of heterogeneity is on the order of grain diameters and 
the time for flow to reach the REV is insignificant compared with the time scale of our experiments. 
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Thus, the time -dependent phenomenon is neglected. 

Governing equations for flow in variably saturated porous media 
Strictly speaking, water movement in variably saturated porous media is related to the 

movement of air. A rigorous analysis of water flow and solute transport in such media should 
consider the flow of both water and air. However, the movement of air can be ignored in many cases 
(especially, those related to point source problems) to simplify the analysis. Based on the continuum 
concept and CV approach, the governing equation for water flow in variably saturated media at the 
laboratory scale can therefore be expressed as (Bear, '1972): 

V [K( *)'o(* + z)] = (C(i) + eSs) 
a (1) 

where z corresponds to the vertical direction, and K(i4r) is the hydraulic conductivity tensor that 
depends on the soil -water pressure head, iii. If the porous medium is fully saturated, the pressure 
head is positive and it is negative when the medium is unsaturated. The moisture capacity term, COO, 
represents the change in moisture content per unit change in negative pressure when the geological 
medium is partially saturated. It corresponds to the slope of the water release curve or moisture - 
pressure head relationship, O(tlr), of a given soil at given soil -water pressure head values. When the 
soil is fully saturated, the change in water storage associated with change in the pressure is denoted 
by the specific storage term, Ss, which is related to the compressibility of the porous medium and 
water. In (1), a is a saturation index of the porous medium for the sake of convenience in 

mathematics. It is zero when the medium is unsaturated and is equal to one if the medium is fully 
saturated. This governing flow equation is commonly called the Richards equation if SS is omitted. 

The Richards equation is based on the continuum assumption. It ignores discontinuous water 
films in each pore and assumes they are continuous on the average over the entire medium. If a point 
in the medium is said to be unsaturated, it means that pores inside the control volume at the point are 
unsaturated on the average: some pores may be fully saturated while others may be unsaturated. 
Similarly, hydraulic conductivity, soil -water pressure head, moisture capacity, and water content 
defined at a "point" in (1) also represent averages over a control volume, encompassing many pores 
in the medium. 

Unsaturated hydraulic properties, K(*) and C(ijr) in (1), vary with degree of saturation or 
moisture content and pressure head. Mathematical formulas (such as Brook and Corey, 1966) are 
often employed to describe their dependence on soil -water pressure and moisture content although 
a tabulated relationship between the properties and pressure is sometimes used also. One popular 
formula is the exponential model (Gardner, 1958), 

K(Ji) = K exp (ßßr) 

e(i) = (es - e,)exP (3 ) + e,. 

where K, is the saturated hydraulic conductivity; (3 is the pore -size distribution parameter, 
representing the rate of reduction in conductivity as the soil desaturates; Os is the saturated moisture 

(2) 
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content; and 0r is the residual moisture content. In spite of its popularity, this model only fits 
observed K(qr) or O(ilr) data over a limited range of pressure head values. Other widely -used models 
for K(ijr) and 0(ßr) are those by Mualem (1976) and van Genuchten (1980): 

Y K (1 - (ow-1[1 (ato ni-m)2 K() = 
[1 + 

¡a'Ir)m/2 

e(`Y) = (es - 0r)[1 + \a)n] m + er 

(3) 

in which a, n, and m are soil parameters and m= 1 -1 /n. These models are valid over a broader range 
of pressure values than the exponential model(van Genuchten and Nielsen, 1985). Use of these 
mathematical models allows us to categorize porous media by the parameters such as a, ß, n, 0s, Or, 

and K5. For example, coarse textured soils are reported to have large values of a, n, (3 and KS, and 
fine- textured soils to have small values (e.g., Stephens et al., 1987). Values of these parameters are 
not necessarily unique for a given geological medium due to hysteretic behavior in K(ijr) and O(ßr) 

relationships. They vary according to the wetting and drying histories of the medium. Measurement 
of moisture release curve is generally easier than that of unsaturated hydraulic conductivity. As a 
result, a, ß, n values derived from the moisture release curve are often assumed to be the same as 
those of unsaturated hydraulic conductivity although they may be different (Yeh and Harvey, 1990). 
Furthermore, (2) and (3) are frequently used to extrapolate measured conductivity values to those 
under very dry conditions where a direct measurement of hydraulic conductivity is beyond our ability 
(Khaleel et al., 1995). Notice that values of the parameters, a, 3, n, 0, O and KS, are constant in 
space if the medium is homogeneous and vary otherwise. 

Dispersion concept in saturated porous media 
The flow behavior described by the Richards equation represents an average over a control 

volume. Variations in the flow behavior caused by heterogeneities at scales smaller than the control 
volume are omitted. Generally, neglecting the effect of small-scale variations does not affect the 
estimate of the quantity of water flow in laboratory sand columns. However, these small-scale 
variations can have profound impacts on solute transport in porous media. They represent the effect 
of fast or slow flow channels where solutes are likely to travel, causing the spread of solutes. 
Therefore, the concept of hydrodynamic dispersion is used to include their effects in fully saturated 
porous media. That is, concentration fluxes from the fast and slow flow channels are embraced in 
a transport equation as a dispersive flux. Fick's law is then employed to relate this flux to the 
concentration gradient, VC, and dispersion coefficient, D. The solute transport equation thus includes 
a convective term, qOC, and a dispersive term, V(DOC). While the former term represents the mass 
flux resulting from average flow velocity, q, the latter depicts that from variation in velocity about 
the average. 

This dispersion concept is similar to the molecular diffusion in chemistry, and hydrodynamic 
dispersion in surface water hydrology. Chemical diffusion is caused by the random motion of 
molecules, and hydrodynamic dispersion in rivers is a result of the velocity variation caused by 
channel roughness and the shear effect (Fischer et al., 1979). On the other hand, dispersion in porous 
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media is attributed to the velocity variation in porous media caused by the laboratory-scale 
heterogeneity. In spite of these differences, both diffusion and dispersion concepts are subject to the 
same REV requirement for flow. Molecules of a tracer must collide with a sufficient number of other 
molecules so that Fick's law for diffusion applies and an REV exists. Similarly, a tracer plume in a 
sand box must travel a large distance to encounter a sufficient number of heterogeneities so that the 
REV exists, and Fick's law for dispersion is valid. The distance required to reach the REV for 
dispersion in the laboratory-scale problem is several times of the diameter of grains of a porous 
medium. Since this distance is much smaller than the size of our experimental setups (soil columns, 
and sand boxes), the time -dependent phenomenon is considered irrelevant and ignored. 

While the REV requirement for dispersion ensures the existence of a constant dispersion 
coefficient under uniform flow conditions, the REV requirement for flow ensures constant hydraulic 
conductivity over the medium. The concept of the two different REV's is important: the former REV 
allows us to adopt Fick's law and the latter permits the use of the convective term, qVC, with a 
constant q value over the entire medium. 

Based on the dispersion concept, many laboratory experiments have shown that the dispersion 
coefficient varies linearly with the average water velocity in fully saturated porous media. The 
constant of proportionality is defined as dispersivity, which can be related to the characteristic length 
scale of heterogeneities (the average size of the significant heterogeneity within the REV). For 
example, dispersivity can be related to the average grain diameter in a uniformly packed soil column 
through a power law: a= cdn, where a is the dispersivity; c is a constant; d is the mean grain 
diameter; n is a constant that is approximately equal to one for most porous media (Bear, 1972). 
Dispersivity is generally considered a physical property of porous media. 

Note that the dispersion concept is designed to capture the overall effect of heterogeneities 
overlooked by the average flow but is a continuum approach. Specifically, the dispersion concept 
does not inform us about locations of fast and slow flow channels in a sand column but reflects their 
overall effects on the concentration averaged over an REV. 

Governing equations for solute transport in variably saturated media 
The classical convection -dispersion concept and equation for saturated flow have been 

adopted to account for mixing in solute transport in variably saturated porous media (Bear, 1972). 
It is expressed as: 

0 (DyoC) - gOC = ar (4) 

where C is the concentration of the solute, 134 is the dispersion coefficient tensor, and q are the 
specific discharge components. The dispersion coefficient is generally defined as 

D1 = (aL - aT) + argS. + Dm 
q 

(5) 
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in which aL and at. are the longitudinal and transverse dispersivities, respectively; q = (gig, )h and is 
the magnitude of specific discharge; Sij is the Kronecker delta (8ij =1, if i j and 0 otherwise); and Dm 

is the molecular diffusion, which is generally small and can be omitted. This linear relationship 
between dispersivity and specific discharge is an extension of the relationship for solute transport in 
saturated porous media. Very few physical experiments (Wilson and Gelhar, 1974) or theoretical 
investigations have attempted to verify relationship (5) for unsaturated porous media because of 
difficulties in design and implementation of the experiment. 

Despite many simplifying assumptions, results of modeling flow and solute transport based 
on (1) to (4) are satisfactory for many laboratory soil column and sand box experiments, packed with 
uniform sand or glass beads (e.g., Nielsen and Biggar, 1961; Krupp and Elrick, 1968; Vauclin et al., 
1979; Bond, 1986). These equations have been regarded as the fundamental principle for predicting 
water flow and solute transport in the vadose zone. Mathematical prediction of water flow and 
solute transport in a laboratory experiment thus requires the solution of (1), with specified initial and 
boundary conditions, to obtain soil -water pressure head and moisture content distributions. The 
specific discharge is then determined from Darcy's law along with the soil -water pressure head 
distribution. With the specific discharge information, (4) is solved for spatial concentration 
distributions at different times. 

Scale of measurement (or interest, objective) 
The pressure head in (1) and the concentration in (4) represent the average pressure head and 

concentration of a chemical species over the REV, which are not necessarily the same as those 
measured in a single pore. To be consistent with (1) and (4), our measurement scale for head and 
concentration must be at least as large as the size of the REV. Generally, the difference between the 
pressure head within a pore and the average is small and thus this requirement not critical. On the 
other hand, this requirement is often met during tracer experiments in soil columns. First, the size of 
the tracer source and the column length in the experiment are usually much larger than that of the 
heterogeneity (i.e., variations in pore size and geometry). As a result, after the tracer is displaced 
over a distance encompassing several pores, its behavior is well described by (4), reflecting the 
existence of the REV for dispersion. The cross -sectional area at the end of the column, where the 
integrated concentration breakthroughs are collected, is thus equal to or greater than the REV. While 
success in predicting tracer movements in the laboratory -scale problem using (4) has been widely 
reported, exceptions such as extremely long tailing in the breakthrough, not described by (4), exist. 
They may reflect the fact that an REV for the tracer has not been reached yet due to non -uniform 
packing. Such a non -uniform packing introduces significant heterogeneities(Herr et al., 1989) whose 
effects are too strong to be averaged out over the length of the column. Similarly, limited flow paths, 
due to partial saturation of the soil column, may increase the time to reach the REV. Thus, a dead - 
end pore model (Coats and Smith, 1964) has been proposed to reproduce the tailing. Another 
possible explanation is the inconsistency between the measurement scale and REV. For instance, a 

flush mounted lysimeter in a soil column may not sample a volume that is equivalent to the REV 
embedded in (4). 

FLOW AND SOLUTE TRANSPORT IN THE VADOSE ZONE 
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For analyzing flow and solute transport in the vadose zone, two methodologies based on the theories 
for the laboratory-scale problem have evolved, namely, the classical analysis and stochastic analysis. 

Classical analysis 
The classical ( "deterministic ") analysis, commonly used by practitioners in hydrology, assumes 

that (1) and (4), developed for the laboratory-scale problem, are valid for the vadose zone. Based on 
this assumption, an equivalent homogeneous and a heterogeneous approach have emerged. The first 
approach assumes that a heterogeneous vadose zone can be treated as an equivalent homogeneous 
one with fictitious hydraulic properties that are constant in space. This approach is analogous to the 
REV approach of the laboratory-scale problem. Here, the REV is scaled up to include heterogeneities 
at many different scales in the vadose zone. It can be equal to or much larger than the REV defined 
for the laboratory scale problem, depending on the scale of heterogeneity in the vadose zone. We 
will refer to it as the field -scale REV (FSREV). Traditionally, the fictitious hydraulic properties are 
obtained by conducting large -scale hydraulic tests and then by applying inverse approaches to identify 
their values (such as the instantaneous profile method, Watson, 1966). Alternatively, one may average 
values from many small -scale tests to represent the fictitious properties (i.e., the arithmetic, 
geometric, or harmonic mean of conductivity values obtained from core samples). These fictitious 
properties are then used as input parameters to (1) and (4) for predicting water flow or transport of 
contaminants in the vadose zone. They are usually referred to as effective hydraulic properties. 

The heterogeneous approach, on the contrary, visualizes the vadose zone as a collection of 
many elements with different hydraulic properties. Hydraulic properties of each element are- derived 
from using available hydrogeological information. For instance, groundwater hydrologists may use 
well logs and geological information to delineate large -scale geological features such as layering, 

stratifications, formations and fault zones. Hydraulic properties measured at some locations or 
reported in literature for similar geological materials are then assigned to each element by 

interpolation or extrapolation. This approach aims at the behavior of water flow or transport of 
contaminants at higher resolutions than the homogeneous approach. Similar to the laboratory-scale 
problem, this approach employs the CV concept but does not invoke the FSREV assumption for the 
entire vadose zone. 

Despite treating the vadose zone as a homogeneous or heterogeneous medium, the classical 
analysis faces many difficulties. First, the validity of (1) and (4) for the equivalent homogeneous 
vadose zone has not yet been proven. Since input sources are small compared with the size of the 

vadose zone, water and contaminant plumes must travel a great distance to encounter all 

heterogeneities at different scales before a FSREV can be defined. This distance may be greater than 

the thickness of the vadose zone. As a result, the FSREV may not exist. Second, even if a large 

FSREV for a given vadose zone exists, no conclusive means is available to obtain effective properties 
of the equivalent homogeneous vadose zone, using data from large -scale hydraulic tests. Relying on 

small-scale hydraulic tests, one would obtain different hydraulic parameter values at various parts of 
the vadose zone. Then, a theoretically rigorous means to average these different values is needed. 
Most important of all, we often do not know what we predict using the effective property. Are the 

predicted behaviors unbiased estimates of the processes in the vadose zone? Do they bear any 

statistical significance? 
Additionally, sample sizes of our monitoring devices (e.g., sample volumes of a tensiometer, 
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lysimeter, time domain reflectrometer probe "TDR ", or neutron probe) are generally much smaller 
than the FSREV. Predictions based upon an assumption of homogeneity are expected to deviate from 
our point observations unless our observation focuses on the integrated or averaged behavior. Then, 
a measure of the difference between the prediction and our point observations is imperative. This 
measure is important for economic and environmental reasons (for instance, selection the location of 
a pump and treat well system or determination of the extent of contaminations). 

The aforementioned issues are critical to the accuracy of our predictions but methodologies 
to address these issues do not exist in the classical homogeneous approach. Using only a limited 
amount of data and a general geohydrological description of the vadose zone, the heterogeneous 
approach also confronts the same issues though it does not invoke the FSREV assumption for the 
entire vadose zone. 

Stochastic analysis 
To resolve the issues faced by the classical analysis, numerous stochastic theories have been 

developed. They rely on the stochastic representation of heterogeneities in the vadose zone. 
Generally, characterizing the spatial distribution of hydraulic properties at the laboratory scale in a 
vadose zone requires numerous measurements, considerable time, and great expense. Such a 
sampling effort is practically impossible. A statistical description (mean, standard deviation, and 
probability distribution) of the variability of hydraulic properties at the given site becomes the 
alternative (e.g., Russo and Bouton, 1992). Since hydraulic properties of the vadose zone vary 
spatially in an orderly manner, they are best treated as stochastic processes in space or spatial random 
functions (Yeh, 1992). 

To illustrate the stochastic representation of spatial variability of hydrologic parameters, 
saturated hydraulic conductivity data along a vertical borehole are used as an example. The value of 
hydraulic conductivity at a point, xa, along the borehole can be envisioned as one of many possible 
geological materials that may have been deposited at that given point. Thus, the hydraulic 
conductivity at that point is a random variable, K(xo, ?a). The ?o indicates that many possible values 
of K at xo exist. Similarly, the hydraulic conductivity values at other locations along the borehole are 
random variables. As a result, hydraulic conductivity values of the entire depth of the bore hole may 
be considered as a collection of many random variables in space. Namely, if the conductivity is 

measured at locations xi, x2, x3 ... xo, then K(x,, ?û) is a random variable; as is K(x2, ?o), and so on 
out to K(xo, ?,a). Each has a probability distribution and furthermore the probability distributions may 
be interrelated. The chance of fording a particular sequence of hydraulic conductivity values along 
the bore hole, K(x, ?a,), depends not only on the probability distribution of the hydraulic conductivity 
at one location but also on those at other locations. This implies that actual hydraulic conductivity 
values along the bore hole are one possible sequence of K(x, ?a,) out of all the possible sequences, 
K(x, ?o). In the vocabulary of stochastic processes, the probability of finding the sequence is defined 
as the joint probability distribution. These possible sequences are called an ensemble, and the 
realization refers to one possible sequence. 

Determining the probability of occurrence of a particular sequence of random variables 
requires the knowledge of the joint probability distribution (jpd) of these random variables. This jpd 
is completely defined only if probabilities of all possible sequences of K(x, ?o) values along a 

borehole are known. Obviously, the jpd is not available in real -life situations because hydraulic 
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conductivity values sampled along a borehole represent only one realization out of the ensemble. 
Therefore, one must resort to simplifying assumptions, namely, stationarity and ergodicity. 

Stationarity (or strict stationarity) implies that the jpd of a stochastic process remain constant 
in space. Ergodicity means that by observing the spatial variation of a single realization of a 
stochastic process, the jpd of the process can be determined. To apply the stochastic representation 
to a field, the assumption of ergodicity has to be adopted as a working hypothesis. 

A jpd is characterized by its statistical moments. Stationarity thus implies that all the moments 
are constant in space and this is a very stringent assumption. Since most stochastic analyses are 
limited to the first and second moments (mean and covariance function, respectively) of a stochastic 
process, an assumption of weak or second -order stationarity is often invoked. Second -order 
stationarity implies that the mean is a constant and the covariance function depends on the separation 
distance only, which is the distance that separates any two samples in the calculation of the covariance 
function. This assumption allows us to characterize a stochastic process by using only its mean and 
covariance function. 

The covariance function is a product of variance and autocorrelation function. While the 
variance characterizes the variability of the spatial stochastic process around its mean value, the 
autocorrelation function depicts the persistence of the hydraulic property in space, which can be 
further defined by the correlation scale. Intuitively, the correlation scale is interpreted as the average 
size of the heterogeneity. For example, hydraulic property values of samples taken within a sand layer 
will be similar; correlation between samples is near unity. The correlation will be small otherwise 
since samples come from different geological materials. Thus, the covariance function is a statistical 
measure of the size of heterogeneity or the spatial structure of hydrogeologic properties. 

Using the stochastic representation, spatial variability of hydrogeologic properties can thus 
be characterized by their means and covariance functions. It should be emphasized that this 
representation does not provide any information about the values of the properties at any particular 
locations in the vadose zone but provides a way to quantify their spatial variability. That is, we only 
know where the mean value of the property lies; how widely the property values spread around its 
mean value; how these values are correlated in space statistically. 

Once we accept the concept of stochastic representation of hydraulic properties, we can then 
discuss the stochastic analysis of flow and solute transport in the vadose zone. In the following 
sections, stochastic theories of flow and solute transport in the vadose zone will be categorized as 
unconditional and conditional effective parameter theories. 

Unconditional effective parameter theory. The unconditional effective parameter theory 
can be viewed as the equivalent homogeneous approach of the classical analysis set in a stochastic 
context. It attempts to address issues raised in the previous discussion about the equivalent 
homogeneous approach: 1) the governing equations for flow and solute transport for the equivalent 
homogeneous vadose zone; 2) the relationship between hydraulic properties at the laboratory scale 
and effective hydraulic properties for the equivalent homogeneous medium; 3) uncertainties 
associated with the prediction based upon the effective parameter. 

Consider a steady, vertical infiltration through the vadose zone in a x -z plane that consists of 
infinite number of soil elements. Each element has an isotropic hydraulic conductivity function, K(ijr), 
and the steady flow within the plane is described by Darcy's law: q = -K(tir)V(tir +z). Suppose the 
hydraulic properties, K(11r), can be considered as a second -order stationary stochastic process. Then, 
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according to the stochastic concept, there exist an infinite number of realizations of such hydraulic 
conductivity and corresponding steady pressure head fields. As a result, Darcy's law becomes a 
stochastic partial differential equation. To take average over the ensemble, variables in Darcy's 
equation are decomposed into means and perturbations: K(*) = <K(tir)> + k(*), and iv = <ir> + h, 
where < > denotes the expected value. Substituting these into the equation and taking the expected 
value of the equation, the mean Darcy's law over the ensemble can be expressed as 

<q> = -<K(*) >.V( <ir> + z) - <k(iVr).Vh> (6) 

Using a first -order analysis, Yeh et al. (1985a and b) showed that the second term in (6), <k(iir)Vh >, 
is proportional to the mean gradient vector, V<J> = 0( <t,> + z). Therefore, (6) can be rewritten in 
the following form: 

<q> = -Ke(<11r>)0<J> (7) 

The form of (7) is similar to the Darcy's law for the laboratory-scale problem but <q >, <tit >, and 
0 <J> in (7) represent quantities averaged over the ensemble. The constant proportionality, K`, 

between <q> and V<J> is referred to as the unconditional effective unsaturated hydraulic conductivity 
(UEUHC). It is the sum of the ensemble mean hydraulic conductivity, <K(>Ji) >, and an additional 
term, <V[k(ijr)Oh)> V<J >'. Thus, UEUHC differs from the mean hydraulic conductivity: it depends 
on flow and creates conductivity anisotropy. Based on this definition, UEUHC is viewed as the 
ability of a fictitious medium to transmit an amount of water, <q >, under the ensemble mean hydraulic 
gradient. If these ensemble averages, <q> and V<J >, are equal to the averages over a FSREV (spatial 
average), then UEUHC is equivalent to the effective hydraulic conductivity defined in the FSREV 
for an equivalent homogeneous medium. Namely, ergodicity in terms of flow is valid for the vadose 
zone as a whole. The governing steady flow equation for the equivalent homogeneous vadose zone 
then takes the following form: 

V[ Ke(<14>)0(<41> +z ) ] = O (8) 

with boundary conditions specified in terms of mean pressure heads or fluxes. Again, (8) has the form 
identical to that of the flow equation (1) for the laboratory-scale problem. Thus, a theoretically 
consistent approach for determining the effective conductivity for a field site (one realization of a 
stationary process) is to use an inverse approach as demonstrated by Yeh (1989). This approach 
searches the parameter value of the flow equation for homogeneous media such that it minimizes the 

mean square error between the observed and simulated hydraulic heads. As a result, the fictitious 
conductivity value satisfies (8) for a given specific discharge and produces an unbiased mean head 
distribution. 

To find a theoretical relationship between the conductivity at the laboratory scale and the 
UEUHC, Yeh et al. (1985a and b) analyzed steady -state vertical infiltration in unbounded random 
porous media under unit mean gradient conditions. They assumed that the unsaturated hydraulic 
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conductivity can be depicted by the Gardner model (2) at the laboratory scale, and the parameters, 
1nKs (natural logarithm of IC ), and 3 in (2) are three -dimensional stochastic processes. These 
stochastic processes can be expressed as means and perturbations: lnK5= F + f and ß = A + a. The 
correlation scales of covariance functions of the perturbations in the horizontal directions are assumed 
to be equal (Ax = í1)), and the vertical scale (AZ) is much smaller than those in the horizontal. Based 
on these assumptions, an approximate expression for the anisotropy ratio for the UEUHC can be 
written as 

K en(<11>) 

- ex P [aink-(<1ir>)] _ 
K ev(<11r>) 

x 
ßf Qa<tJ>2 

(1 + AA?) + (1 + 

(9) 

where 02,,,,ß ( <i4J >) is the variance of unsaturated hydraulic conductivity that depends on the mean 
pressure head, <ijJ >; a and f are assumed independent from each other; ?fr and í denote the 
correlation scales of f and a in the vertical direction, respectively. Notice that the mean gradient is 

assumed unity (i.e.,Jz = 1, and Jx= Jy= 0) in the analysis. The assumption of unbounded porous media 
implicitly assumes that the mean flux is known. Similar expressions were derived by Green and 
Freyberg (1995). 

As indicated by (9), the hydraulic anisotropy depends not only on the property of porous 
media but also on the degree of mean saturation (or <tjc >). Such an anisotropy implies that the 
horizontal effective conductivity becomes greater than the vertical when the mean soil -water pressure 
head, <tll>, becomes more negative (i.e., soil becomes drier). Thus, significant lateral migration of 
water and contaminants may occur in the vadose zone (Yeh et al., 1985c; McCord et al., 1991; 

Stephens, 1996). 
Following the previous procedure, the ensemble mean flow equation under transient 

conditions can be written as 

0[<K(tlr)>0(<i1r> + z)] + <0[k(111)'Oh]> = <C(110> 
a<r> 

<c(tlr) ah> (10) 
ar at 

where <C(tlr)> and c(4r) denote the mean and perturbation of the moisture capacity term. Compared 
with the mean flow equation for the steady flow case, (10) has two extra terms on the right -hand side 

of the equation, representing the effect of change in storage. If one assumes that <c(tlr)ah/at> is 

proportional to a <tIr > /ót, then the contribution of <c(t4r)ah/c3t> can be combined with the ensemble 
mean moisture capacity term to form an unconditional effective moisture capacity term. The 

governing equation for flow in an equivalent homogeneous medium is then expressed as 

0[K e(<11r>)0(<4r> + z)] = C e(<111>) 
a<ttJ> 

at 
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Again, the form of this equation is identical to that of (1) if the compressibility of water and porous 
media is omitted. Note that the equation uses unconditional effective hydraulic conductivity and 
moisture capacity and predicts the mean pressure head and mean flux. Approximate expressions that 
relate the effective moisture capacity term to the variability of small scale measurements have been 
developed by Mantoglou and Gelhar (1987b). Desbarats (1995) derived an expression for pressure - 
saturation relationship for equivalent homogeneous media. 

Since the unconditional effective hydraulic property predicts the mean pressure head 
distribution, <tll>, the deviation of the true head from the mean can be quantified by the head 
variance. A closed form of head variance for steady infiltration has been derived by Yeh et al. (1985a 
and b) and it can be generalized as 

o2h(<10.>) = Ji o f,h p f G(Pf, Aílh, Jz) JZ oaA,oz<ttt>2Pa G(Pa Jz) (12) 

where pf and pa are the aspect ratios (the ratio of the horizonal to the vertical correlation scale) for 
lnKs and ß, respectively. The function, G, is the integral described in (5) of Yeh et al. (1985b). 
Green and Freyberg (1995) derived a slightly different form for the head variance. 

Equation (12) predicts that the head variance changes with the mean head value, <tlr >. This 
result suggests that the variability of soil -water pressure head in the field grow as the soil becomes 
dry. It becomes small and converges to that of saturated flow problems when the soil is near 
saturation. Recent numerical experiments, and laboratory and field observations (e.g., Yeh et al., 

1986; Hopmans et al., 1988; Yeh, 1989; Ünlii et al., 1990; Greenholtz et al., 1988; Yeh and Harvey, 
1990; Herkelrath et al., 1991; Stephens, 1996) qualitatively support this finding. A detailed physical 
explanation on the mean- dependent head variance is given in Yeh (1989). Equation (12) also shows 
that as the soil becomes drier (large negative values of <tir >), the influence of the variability of ß 

grows. As a result, the correlation structure of the soil -water pressure varies with <tlr >. At small 
values of <tV> (wet conditions) the correlation scale is dominated by that of 1nKs and at large values 
of <ilr> (dry conditions) the correlation scale is controlled by that of P. In addition, the head variation 
predicted by a three -dimensional model is much smaller than that by a one -dimensional model. This 
implies that a three -dimensional model is more appropriate for analyzing flow and solute transport 
in the field than a one- or two- dimensional model. 

Head variance also increases with the aspect ratio (Figure 1). For flow through the vadose 
zone toward aquifers, the aspect ratio is likely much greater than one; the variance in soil -water 
pressure head during downward percolation is likely to be large. Such a large variability in soil -water 
pressure can induce great lateral and preferential movement of water or contaminants, resulting a 

complex multidimensional flow phenomenon in the vadose zone (Harter and Yeh, 1996a and b; Kung, 

1993). 
The temporal evolution of head variance was investigated by Mantoglou and Gelhar (1987a). 

Unit' et al. (1990) used a Monte Carlo simulation technique to study the head variance during 
infiltration. Using a numerical first -order approximation method, Ferrante and Yeh (1995) 

investigated the propagation of head and flux variances of a moisture pulse in stratified, one - 
dimensional, random porous media. They found that during the propagation of the moisture pulse, 
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Figure 1. The normalized head variance for three -dimensional flow as a function of Ak with different 
aspect ratios, assuming that 1nK3 and 3 have the same correlation structure. 
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large head and flux variances were always associated with the mean pressure gradients at the mean 
wetting and drying fronts (Figure 2). In addition, the head variances were greater than that of the 
initial steady head distribution. Uncertainty in the infiltration flux was amplified by the soil 
heterogeneity as the pulse moved toward the water table. Although the variance in three -dimensional 
random porous media is expected to be smaller than that in one -dimensional media, the general 
behavior will remain the same. 

For practicality, these studies provide a framework for upscaling laboratory-scale 
measurements of unsaturated hydraulic properties to the effective property of the large -scale vadose 
zone. For instance, at a given field site where only a limited number of core samples are available, 
one can use these samples to determine variances and means of 1nK5 and 3 and their correlation 
scales. Then, the effective unsaturated hydraulic conductivity for the field site can be estimated and 
thus, the mean flow behavior can be determined. Once the mean flow is determined, the head 
variance can be evaluated, which can be used as a measure of the error in the prediction by the 

effective parameter model, as the result of unmodeled vadose zone heterogeneity. Polmann et al. 

(1991) demonstrated this application to predicting wetting front movements at a field site. The 
estimated effective hydraulic conductivity can also be used to predict the mean migration path of 
contaminant plumes, resulting from the average flow. Such an approach was applied by McCord et 

al. (1991) to simulate field tracer experiments. 
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The above analyses are valuable for many practical problems but one must recognize their 
limitations. First of all, they assume that the source of flow is much larger than the scale of 
heterogeneity and the flow is either steady or quasi- steady, uniform, downward flow. Based on our 
discussion of the REV concept for the laboratory-scale heterogeneity, the unconditional effective 
hydraulic property likely equals the effective hydraulic property of an equivalent homogeneous 
medium under these conditions. That is, the ergodicity assumption for flow is valid. For general 
problems that involve transient flow from a small source (much smaller than the horizontal scale of 
heterogeneity), one may speculate that this assumption may not be valid until the flow encounters a 
sufficient number of significant heterogeneities. Therefore, effective properties will be time - 
dependent. The tine required to attain this size of FSREV may be very large. Dagan (1982) reached 
a similar conclusion based on a theoretical analysis of saturated flow through random aquifers. Under 
field conditions, boundary conditions for the vadose zone may vary significantly, involving upward, 
downward movement, lateral redistribution of water, and hysteresis effects. Because a rigorous 
mathematical analysis of field conditions is intractable, we can only theorize that the ergodicity for 
flow will likely not be net. The formulas for the unconditional effective properties nevertheless serve 
as our best approximation. 

One must also recognize that even if the ergodicity assumption can be met, the discrepancy 
between our observations and the predicted mean head can be large. Because of the large head 
variance, practitioners should be aware of the fact that a few point observations of the head in afield 
may not give us sufficient information about the general movement of water in the vadose zone. This 
point is crucial since recharge and hydraulic property estimates are often derived from a limited 
number of field observations. In other words, our estimates are often subject to great uncertainty. 

While the above effective parameters allow us to predict the mean flow, the stochastic analysis 
also derives effective parameters for solute transport. Similar to the laboratory-scale problem, the 
hydrodynamic dispersion concept is employed. Consider solute movements in a heterogeneous 
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Figure 2. Mean pressure head profiles at 0, 20, 40, 60, 80, 120, 160, and 240 minutes after infiltration 
of a pulse of water toward the water table (left column). Head variances associated with the mean 
profiles are shown in the right column. 
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vadose zone, being visualized as a collection of many porous blocks of different hydraulic properties. 
Suppose that the hydraulic property is treated as a stochastic process, and movement of the solute 
in each block can be described by the convective flow only (omitting dispersion within each block), 
then q, C, and 8 in (4) are spatial stochastic processes. The ensemble mean transport equation 
becomes 

<g>0 <C> + <q C >= - <6> a á - <6' aá > (15) 

where prime indicates the perturbation. If we can express <q'.VC'> as 0(D` .V <C >) as in G.I. 
Talyor's shear flow analysis (Fischer et al., 1979), and assume the last term in (13) is proportional 
to a<C > /at, then we have an ensemble mean convection -dispersion equation for the vadose zone: 

V (D;.v<c) - <g>0<C5 = ee a<CS 
at 

(16) 

Again, this ensemble mean equation has the form of (4) for the laboratory-scale problem. The 
effective dispersion coefficient tensor is denoted by Dije , and 8` is the effective moisture content. 
Since the FSREV involved in (14) is greater than that in the laboratory-scale problem, the dispersion 
caused by variations in hydraulic conductivity at scales smaller than this FSREV is then called 

macrodispersion. The effective dispersion tensor is called macrodispersion tensor and dispersivity the 

macrodispersivity. Based on G.I. Taylor's analysis of shear flow dispersion, (14) is valid for 

describing the distribution of a tracer plume only if the plume has been displaced for a large distance 
and experienced enough velocity variation. With this restriction in mind, application of (14) to the 

vadose zone requires the knowledge of <q> and macrodispersivities. The mean discharge can be 

derived from (7). A relationship between macrodispersivities and the spatial variability of hydraulic 
conductivity at the laboratory scale is however needed. This relationship for transport in saturated 
aquifers was derived by Gelhar and Axness (1983) and Dagan (1984). Mantoglou and Gelhar (1985) 

derived approximate expressions for macrodispersivities in unsaturated porous media. They showed 
that the longitudinal macrodispersivity, under unit mean gradient conditions, can be written as 

A11( <t4r >) = o K( <Ir >) 1 /y2 (17) 

where A11 is the longitudinal macrodispersivity at large time; A is the correlation scale; y is a flow 

correlation factor which depends on the direction of the mean flow and the orientation of 
heterogeneity. Detailed discussions on the components of the macrodispersivity tensor are given in 

Mantoglou and Gelhar (1985) and Russo (1993). The macrodispersivity (15) represents an effective 
parameter of the FSREV for a plume that is much larger than the size of heterogeneity under steady - 

state uniform flow. Again, it theoretically exists only when the tracer plume has been displaced for 

a large distance in geological formations. Before establishment of the macrodispersion regime, use 
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of (14) for the mean concentration is generally unwarranted. 
Another effective approach for predicting solute transport in porous media focuses on the 

evolution of the second spatial moment of a contaminant plume. Extending Taylor's theorem of 
diffusion (1922), Dagan (1987) used first -order perturbation analysis of the stochastic steady state 
flow equation and derived the ground water velocity covariance function for spatially correlated 
random hydraulic conductivity fields. Assuming tracer particles move along with the velocity fields, 
mathematical expressions for the second spatial moment of the tracer particles at any given time were 
derived. The second moment represents the spatial displacement variance of particle position around 
the mean and in turn, the "size" of a tracer plume. Note that the second moment of a plume does not 
predict the shape of the concentration plume and does not explicitly assume the validity of Fick's law. 
That is, this approach eliminates the FSREV requirement for dispersion. For cases where the initial 
size of the plume is much smaller than the scale of heterogeneity, the location of the centroid of the 
plume will not be predicted correctly by the mean velocity. This is attributed to the fact that the 
FSREV scale for movement of the centroid of the plume has not been reached. To apply the moment 
approach to this type of problem, the second moment must be corrected by subtracting variation in 
the centroid position of the plume. This concept is explained in detail by Csanady (1973) and Fisher 
et al. (1979). Dagan (1990) and Rajaram and Gelhar (1993a and b) developed formulas for this 
purpose for uniform, steady- state, saturated flow. 

The moment analysis for saturated aquifers can be adopted for unsaturated porous media if 
flow is steady and under gravity drainage( unit mean gradient)conditions. In these cases, the variance 
of unsaturated hydraulic conductivity will be the controlling factor for the macrodispersivity. 
Therefore, formulas for solute transport in the unsaturated zone will be similar to those for saturated 
flow. The variance of lnKs is replaced with the variance of unsaturated conductivity o2,,,k(<11)>), and 
the mean flux with the effective hydraulic unsaturated hydraulic conductivity in the mean flow 
direction (JZ = 1). Detailed derivation of the formulas is given in Russo (1995). 

The concentration variance is a measure of the deviation of the real concentration distribution, 
C(x,t), from the mean concentration, <C(x,t) >. For solute transport in aquifers, expressions for the 
concentration variance were developed by Vomvoris and Gelhar (1990), Kapoor and Gelhar (1994 
a and b) and others. The concentration variance is found proportional to the mean concentration 
gradient and variance and correlation scales of log -hydraulic conductivity, and inversely proportional 
to local dispersivity values. The concentration variance could be large, depending on the magnitude 
of the mean concentration gradient. After the plume has been displaced for a large distance and when 
the mean concentration gradient is small, the variance will become small and thus the macrodispersion 
approach will produce satisfactory results. Kapoor and Gelhar (1994 a and b) and Kapoor and 
Kitanidis (1996) also showed that the coefficient of variation for the concentration increased at early 
times and decreased over a characteristic variance residence time due to local dispersion. This local 
dispersion represents the processes (e.g., molecular diffusion) much smaller than the FSREV defined 
for the laboratory scale problem. Although no similar formula has been developed for solute transport 
in the vadose zone, the variance of concentration in the vadose zone is expected to behave similarly 
as that in aquifers, if we consider a gravity drainage scenario. The major difference will lie in the fact 
that the variance will depend on the mean soil -water pressure. Such a result implies that, for dry 

soils, the mean concentration distribution may be significantly different from that observed in the field 

site. 
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Equation (15) allows practitioners to estimate macrodispersivity from the knowledge of the 
variation of unsaturated hydraulic conductivity values at the laboratory scale. For this reason, the 
macrodispersivity approach is a practical tool for predicting the migration of pollutes in the vadose 
zone without extensive site characterization. While the macrodispersivity approach may be restricted 
to thick vadose zones because of the FSREV assumption, the moment approach predicts the spatial 
moment of the mean concentration distribution, without invoking the FSREV assumption for 
dispersion. It thus is more appealing than the macrodispersivity approach since thickness of the 
vadose zone is usually on the order of a few meters -too thin to allow the development of the FSREV 
for macrodispersivities. 

In spite of the difference in macrodispersivity and moments approaches, both have been 
criticized for their first -order approximation (Cushman, 1983; Loaiciga and Mariño, 1990; Harter, 
1994). For cases where a large variance in unsaturated hydraulic conductivity is expected, the 
accuracy of the first -order approximation is questionable. Although this is a legitimate concern, these 
approaches have been proven useful for our understanding of the general behavior of the solute 
movement in the vadose zone. From a practitioner's point of view, the critical issue is that the 
ensemble average concentration distribution or moments may deviate significantly from those of a real 
plume, even if the approach is mathematically flawless. 

The assumption of stationarity is another common criticism of the effective approach. The 
hydraulic conductivity field in the vadose zone likely is nonstationary due to presence of 
heterogeneities of different scales. This criticism again is valid in a theoretician's point of view but 
it is not essential in terms of applicability of the approach. For example, the REV approach for the 
laboratory scale has already included heterogeneities at many different scales (e.g., variations in 

molecules, surface roughness of solids, and pore geometry) and it has been successfully applied to 
numerous laboratory experiments. Similarly, the stochastic analysis is also suitable for investigating 
effects of multi -scale heterogeneities. Here the correlation scale represents the size of the most 
significant heterogeneity and dispersion represents effects of heterogeneity at scales smaller than the 

correlation scale. Nevertheless, the key question is whether the vadose zone of our interest is large 
enough to enclose a sufficient number of the most significant heterogeneities so that an FSREV 
exists. Even if the vadose zone is thick enough, the scale of our interest (objective) or the scale of 
our measurement often prevents us from using the effective approach for the entire vadose zone. 
Specifically, our interests are often limited to scales much smaller than the scale of the most 
significant heterogeneity. Like in the laboratory-scale problem, the assumption of homogeneity will 
produce large uncertainties (especially, in the vadose zone of a wide range of scales of heterogeneity). 
This uncertainty can be reduced if and only if the integrated behavior is our primary interest or the 

travel time of a plume is much larger than the characteristic variance residence time (Kapoor and 

Kitanidis, 1996). For the vadose zone with multiscale heterogeneity, the residence time may be too 
large at our scale of interest. A similar conclusion was reached by Rajaram and Gelhar (1995) for 

solute transport in aquifers with multiscale heterogeneity. 
Very few well -controlled, large -scale, field tracer experiments have been conducted in the 

vadose zone. To illustrate the effect of multiscale heterogeneity on solute transport at the scale 

smaller than the FSREV, we will examine the result of a tracer experiment in a coastal sandy aquifer 
in Georgetown, South Carolina (Mas -Pla, 1993; Yeh et al., 1995). This experiment monitored the 

evolution of a chloride tracer plume in the aquifer under a steady flow field, created by a fully 
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screened injection and a pumping well. Snapshots of a chloride plume (at 10, 30, and 50 hours after 
the injection) along a vertical section between the two wells are shown in Figure 3. The tracer was 
injected uniformly through the injection well but the plume split into two parts as time progressed. 
A small portion of the plume moved slowly at the upper portion of the aquifer and the major portion 
moved rapidly along the bottom of the aquifer. The split of the plume is mainly caused by the 
stratification and low permeability inclusions in the middle part of the aquifer. The variability within 
each layer only slightly affects the overall behavior of the plume. Without including these large -scale 
features, the effective property approach cannot mimic this behavior unless a strong density effect is 
considered, which is not true in reality. Similarly, the moment analysis cannot depict the split of the 
plume. The second moment of a plume with a single concentration peak is similar to that of a plume 
with multiple peaks. In spite of the complex flow regime, Mas-Pla et al. (1992) found that the 
integrated behavior such as the concentration breakthrough measured at the withdrawal well can be 
easily reproduced even using an unrealistic one -dimensional model. 

Based on the Georgetown result in saturated aquifers, one foresees that the macrodispersion 
concept suffers from the same or more severe difficulties in the vadose zone than in aquifers. First, 
when the soil becomes dry, it can become highly heterogeneous. Subsequently, many preferential 
channels may develop and a contaminant plume in the vadose zone can split into many smaller plumes 
(Harter and Yeh, 1996b). The result of the moment analysis is no longer meaningful. Secondarily, 
the thickness of the vadose zone is generally much smaller than the distance required for the 
development of macrodispersivity. The mean plume based on the macrodispersivity concept is likely 
very different from the real one. Temporal variations in boundary conditions and water table position, 
redistribution, and hysteresis effects may ease the problem. For instance, the redistribution process 
may smooth out the variability of pressure head and concentration. The decrease in the mean pressure 
near the water table can cause a reduction in their variability. The scale of our interest, however, 
remains to be the ultimate factor that limits the use of the effective parameter concept. In other 
words, the unconditional effective approach does not provide the prediction at resolutions of our 
interest. Yet, these theoretical developments over the past decade have significantly advanced our 
understanding of effects of heterogeneities on flow and solute transport in the vadose zone. 

Conditional effective parameter theory. The unconditional effective parameter theory does 
not seem to satisfy the resolution demanded by our interests. The conditional theory becomes the 
alternative. While the goal of this theory is parallel to that of the heterogeneous approach of the 
classical analysis, it aims at predicting conditional means and variances of flow and transport 
processes. Different from the unconditional theory, it avoids the FSREV assumption but regards flow 
and porous media as continua. Conditioning means that our estimation of parameters and prediction 
of processes incorporates our knowledge of the property of porous media or the behavior of flow and 
transport processes at sample locations. 

Consider the conditional ensemble mean flow equation under transient conditions: 

V[ <K(iir) >V(«Irc> + z)] + <V[kc(i r)'Vh]> = <C,(ij)> a á ̀> + <c(IV) as `> (18) 

in which <Kc(tV)> and <Ara are conditional means of unsaturated hydraulic conductivity and pressure 
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Figure 3. Observed chloride plume distributions along a vertical cross -section, cutting through the 
injection and the pumping well. 
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head, respectively. kc(ijr) and correspond to their conditional perturbations. Again, the mean 
equation contains products of perturbations, <V[kç(*)Vhc]> and <cc(ir)ah jat >. These two terms 
will be zero if K(tjr) and C(t[r) or tjr are known everywhere (i.e., their perturbations are zero). Under 
these conditions, the conditional mean equation is equivalent to the Richards equation for 
heterogeneous media in the classical analysis. For other situations, their contributions may be 
grouped to form the conditional effective hydraulic conductivity and moisture capacity if the 
perturbation terms are proportional to <Jc,.>. The conditional mean flow equation can thus be written 
as 

o[K (<>) v(<r> + z)] - c: (<11y) 
a<r> 

at 
(20) 

in which Kc` and C: denote the conditional effective conductivity and capacity fields. That is, these 
fields in conjunction with <tjrc > satisfy the continuity equation (17) and honor our measurements at 

the sample location. In following discussions, a conditioning mean approach that uses primary 
information (e.g., K(tr), O(tjr), and C(iir)) measured at sample locations will be discussed first. 

Methods for conditioning using both primary and secondary information (e.g., Ix and 0) will be 

examined afterwards. 
Supposed that one attempts to investigate water and solute movements in the vadose zone, 

using a two -dimensional, vertical profile, finite element, flow and solute transport model. For 
accuracy or other reasons, a 2,000 node finite element mesh is generated for the entire profile. But 

only 50 measured K(tlr) and ONO data scattered around the entire profile are available. To 

extrapolate the measurements to the remaining elements many mathematical tools can be used. Since 

determining the hydraulic property for the remaining elements exactly is impossible, selecting a tool 

that can provide the conditional mean as our best estimate becomes logical. Such a tool ensures our 

estimate is unbiased and has the minimum variance. It also will guarantee that measurement values 

at sample locations are honored, and the underlying general structure of the property field is 

preserved. Kriging in geostatistics is one possible mathematical tool to accomplish this goal. 

The theory of kriging has been extensively documented in many text books (e.g., Joumel and 
Huijbregts, 1978; de Marsily, 1986). In principle, kriging is a linear predictor of a stochastic process: 
a linear combination of the product of weighing factors and measurements of parameters at sample 

locations. The weights are derived by minimizing the mean square error of the predictor and can be 

determined from a knowledge only of the autocovariance of the stochastic process. If the stochastic 
process is a Gaussian, then the linear predictor is equivalent to the conditional expectation of the 

process. If it is not, we can only say it is the best linear approximation of the conditional expectation 
(Priestley, 1981). Besides, kriging can derive the conditional variance, a measure of the deviation of 
our mean estimate from the true value. 

Applications of the kriging technique to vadose zone hydrology problems have been 

demonstrated by Rockhold et al. (1996). Generally, estimates of conditional mean and variance of 
the hydraulic property are determined by kriging first. Numerical flow and solute transport models 

are then used with the conditional mean property to derive the corresponding hydraulic head, 

velocity, and concentration distributions. 
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Another approach to derive conditional mean fields is the conditional Monte Carlo simulation. 
It differs from kriging in the sense that it generates a large number of conditional realizations of 
hydraulic property fields, instead of the conditional mean field. Each realization of the property field 
honors the measurement value at the sample location, and preserves the spatial statistics of the vadose 
zone. The average of many conditional realizations at a given point x is equal to the kriging estimate, 
and the variance is the kriging variance. The complete theory of a conditional simulation procedure 
based on kriging and a superposition technique can be found in Matheron (1973) and Journel and 
Huijbregts (1978). 

Applications of this simulation technique to vadose zone problems would involve routing 
conditioned hydraulic property fields through numerical flow and transport models to obtain 
corresponding realizations of soil -water pressure, velocity, and concentration fields. By analyzing the 
statistics of these fields, ensemble means and variances of soil -water pressure, velocity, and 
concentration thus can be derived. Compared with the unconditional Monte Carlo simulation, the 
conditional simulation incorporates measurements at sample locations. Subsequently, reduction in 
the variance is anticipated if many measurements are used. This approach is generally thought to be 
more realistic than the unconditional Monte Carlo simulation. Although it still requires a substantial 
computational resource, the number of realizations needed to stabilize the ensemble mean and 
variance is generally less than the unconditional Monte Carlo simulation due to the effect of 
conditioning (Harter and Yeh, 1996b). 

Because of difficulties in solving the Richards equation, applications of the simulation to 
vadose zone problems are limited. A hybrid analytical and numerical method recently developed by 

Harter and Yeh (1993) alleviates some difficulties for steady infiltration problems. With this method, 

they applied this simulation technique to investigate effects of conductivity measurements on the 

prediction of flow and solute transport in the unsaturated zone. They found significant reductions 
in the uncertainty only if many measurements of unsaturated hydraulic properties were included. 

It is a well -known fact that the more primary information is. used, the more accurate the 
conditional simulation. However, measurements of hydraulic properties of unsaturated porous media 
are time- consuming and costly. Characterization of the vadose zone by direct measurements of 
hydraulic conductivities at many locations is a formidable task. On the contrary, information about 
soil -water pressure head and water content can be collected with relative ease in most of shallow and 

unconsolidated vadose zones with inexpensive tools (e.g., tensiometers, neutron probes, TDR's, and 

electric resistivity tomography). Poorly sorted alluvial deposits, conglomerates, and solid rock 
masses comprising the vadose zone in the Western region of United States often prohibit the use of 
pressure measurement devices. In this case water content may be the only information that can be 

collected in large quantities. For these reasons, taking advantage of the abundance of information 
about both soil -water pressure and degree of saturation to improve our estimate of unsaturated 
hydraulic properties in the field is logical. This parameter estimation task is the so- called inverse 

problem. 
Inverse problems have been a major focus of groundwater hydrology during the past decade. 

Numerous mathematical models have been developed to estimate transmissivity, T, of aquifers with 

given scattered hydraulic head, 0, and transmissivity measurements (see Yeh, 1986). One popular 

method is the minimum- output -error -based approach. Application of this method to variably 

saturated flow in the vadose zone is limited due to the complex nonlinear nature of the Richards 
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equation. Kool and Parker (1988), Mishra and Parker (1989), and Russo et al. (1991) applied this 
method to one -dimensional unsaturated flow and solute transport problems, with the goal of 
estimating parameter values for unsaturated porous media in laboratory columns. Since it is a 
nonlinear regression method, the identity of the estimated parameter values is undefined. Thus, 
uncertainty in the estimate is difficult to address. To resolve these problems, a coconditional mean 
estimate is most appropriate (i.e., estimation of the mean value of the parameter that is conditioned 
on the observed primary and secondary information). A possible method to derive the coconditional 
mean is the geostatistical inverse approach ( cokriging). 

Cokriging has been applied to estimate water content in the vadose zone, using water content, 
soil -water pressure head, soil surface temperature, and soil texture data sets (e.g., Vauclin et al., 
1983; Yates and Warrick, 1987; Mulla, 1988). Little attention has been directed toward the 
application of this method to the inverse problem in the vadose zone (i.e., estimating unsaturated 
hydraulic conductivity parameters, using soil -water pressure head and water content data sets.) 
Harter and Yeh (1996b) applied the cokriging technique to investigate the effect of measurements 
of soil -water pressure head and unsaturated hydraulic conductivity on solute transport under unit 
mean gradient conditions. Yeh and Zhang (1996) developed a flexible cokriging technique to 
estimate parameters of unsaturated hydraulic conductivity. Their technique can be applied to 
nonstationary properties and flow fields, and it can utilize both soil -water pressure and water 
saturation as secondary information to improve estimates of unsaturated hydraulic conductivity 
parameters. A brief discussion of their methodology is given as follows. 

Suppose that the natural log of saturated hydraulic conductivity, InKs and pore -size 
distribution coefficient Ina are stochastic processes with means E[lnKs] =F(x) and E[lna] =A(x) and 
perturbations f(x) and a(x), respectively. Similarly, the soil -water pressure tr and saturation O are also 
considered as stochastic processes that can be expressed as tjr(x)= H(x) +h(x) and 8(x)=S(x)+s(x), 
where H(x)= E[iir(x)] and S(x)= E[ ©(x)] are the means and h(x) and s(x) are the perturbations, 
respectively. Assume that we have n f observed saturated hydraulic conductivities f (x;), where i= 1, 

2, , n f ;ns observed pore -size distribution coefficient a(x 1), where j = 1, 2, , n a ; n h soil - 
water pressure measurements, h(xk), where k = 1, 2, , n h ; n s sampled saturation s(x 1 ), where 
1= 1, 2, , n s. We want to estimate f and a at locations where no samples are available. Our 
desired estimates are the means of f and a fields conditioned on the measurements of f and a. 

Assuming that f, a, h, and s are jointly normal, the conditional mean estimates of f(x) and a(x) 
at locations x. can be expressed by the linear combination of the weighted observed values of f, a, 

h, and s. 

nf 

fco (xo) = E 
i=1 
no 

aco (xo) =E 
j=1 

nh ns 

Pfif(xi)+E Qfkh(xk)+ERfis(xi) 
k=1 1=1 

nh ni 

Paja(xj)+ E Qak h(xk)+ERais(xi) 
k=1 1=1 

(21) 

Here, f and a are uncorrelated. In (18), f and ac are the cokriged values of f and a at the 
unsampled location, xo. P f I , Qf k , Rf t 

are cokriging weights for f estimates with respect to the 
measurements off, h, and s; P a; , Q a k+ Rai are cokriging weights for a estimates with respect to the 
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samples of a, h, and s. The i, j, k, and 1 are the indices for observed f , a, h, and s, respectively. These 
weights are selected so that the estimations expressed by (18) will have the minimal variances. 
Details are given in Yeh and Zhang (1996). 

Based on the above approach, Yeh and Zhang (1996) showed that unsaturated hydraulic 
parameters in the heterogeneous vadose zone could be reasonably identified if a large amount of 
information on the soil -water pressure and water saturation was used. The first column of Figure 4 
shows the true lnKs distribution in a hypothetical vadose zone of an area of 7 m x 7 m (35x35 
elements), and those obtained by the geostatistical method using different approaches under a 
nonuniform steady -state flow condition. The second column shows the Ina fields. Approach I used 
the InIÇ and Ina data sets (primary information) at sampling locations (represented by the rectangle) 
and kriging. Approach II utilized both primary information and pressure head data sets at the sample 
locations (circles in the figure) to estimate the true fields. Approach III used primary information 
and degree of saturation data at sample locations (cube in the figure). The last row (Approach IV) 
represents the case where primary information, head, and degree of saturation were used all together 
in the geostatistical inverse model to estimate the fields. This figure illustrates that sufficient 
information about head and degree of saturation (200 out of 1225 elements) can improve the estimate 
of InKs and Ina fields significantly. 

Yeh and Zhang also found that improvements in estimates varies with the cross -correlation 
between primary and secondary information. Under unsaturated conditions the value of the cross - 
correlation between f and h at any given separation distance decreases as <iî> becomes more 
negative, implying that the drier the soil is, the smaller the correlation between f and h. Subsequently, 
measurements of h do not improve the estimate of lnKs under dry conditions. On the contrary, the 
value of the cross -correlation between a and h increases as the soil becomes less saturated and thus 
measurements of h improve the estimate of lna. As <tit> becomes less negative (approaching zero) 
or the soil is near saturation, the cross -correlation between f and h increases, while that between a 
and h drops. Measurements of h thus improve the estimate of lnKs but not lna. The behavior of the 
cross -correlation between f and h at full saturation is the same as the result by Mizell et al. (1982) for 
saturated flow. It is independent of the mean pressure head and the cross -correlation between a and 
h becomes zero. 

While the above finding is interesting, the geostatistical inverse approach has its theoretical 
limitations. In general, the relationships between f, a, h and s are nonlinear. As the soil becomes less 
saturated, the variance of unsaturated hydraulic conductivity grows. The nonlinearity becomes 
stronger (Yeh et al., 1985a and b, and Harter and Yeh, 1996a and b). Such a strong nonlinearity in 

the flow equation implies that in general h will not be normal, and f, a and h will not be jointly 
normal, even if f and a are normal. In addition, the cross -covariance and covariance required in 

cokriging generally are derived from a first -order linearized version of the governing flow equation 
(1). The use of linear geostatistical inverse techniques subsequently may not produce optimal results 
even if a large amount of secondary information is incorporated. This problem is bound to be 
exacerbated if the nonlinearity of the flow equation is strong, as with nonuniform flow, or if the 
variance of the log unsaturated hydraulic conductivity is large. Yeh et al. (1996) has recently 
demonstrated this problem for saturated flow problems. 

To alleviate this problem, an iterative geostatistical approach based on a successive linear 
estimator is developed by Zhang and Yeh (1996), which can be expressed as 
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Figure 4. Comparsions of true 1n1{5 and lna fields with those estimated by various approaches. 
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(23) 

where r is the iteration index, and Ir,(r) and 4 (r) represent the estimates of conditional means of 1nKs 

and Ina at iteration r, respectively. Measurements of pressure head and water saturation at the 
sample location, k, are denoted by ti k' and 8k' respectively. These successive linear estimators are 
unbiased. If r = 0, Yß(0) and Ze(0) correspond to the cokriged 1nKs and Ina fields, respectively. If r>0, 
new estimates are obtained by adding the weighted sums of [ter* - tlr(`)] and [0* - fir) 

] at sample 
locations to the estimates at the previous iteration. 11(0 and O(r) represent the simulated soil -water 
pressure head and saturation values at the sample locations. They are derived from solving the 
Richards equation with given boundary conditions and 1n1Cs and Ina fields estimated from the previous 
iteration. 

The coefficients, 41.4 p' C k and r1 are weights that vary with iterations. At each iteration, they 
are determined in a way similar to the cokriging technique that ensures minimal MSE of the estimates. 
Similarly, the MSE associated with 4 (r +1) can be derived (see Zhang and Yeh, 1996). Once the new 
cokriging coefficients A k , i. 1,( k , and r1 are evaluated, YC(r +1) and 4 (r +1) can then be calculated using 
(19). 

As 1nKs and lna fields are improved at each iteration, the difference in Or - ) and (0* - 

e (r) will become smaller progressively and thus the values of Y, and Z , become stable. In addition, 
ay and az2 (variances of the estimated InKsand Ina fields) will gradually approach constants. These 
constant values should be greater than the variances of the cokriging fields but less than those of the 
true fields. To end the iterative process, the absolute value of the differences in o ),2 and ßZ2 between 
two successive iterations are examined. If the differences are less than prescribed tolerances, the 
iteration stops. Otherwise, a new soil -water pressure head ter field is obtained by solving the Richards 
equation based on the newly obtained Y, and Z a new saturation field O is determined based on the 
newly solved ter field and the newly obtained Z , field. Residual covariance and cross -covariance (see 
Zhang and Yeh, 1996) are then evaluated and in turn the new coefficients and new estimates. At the 
end of iteration, the residual covariance can be used to address the uncertainty associated with the 
estimates of lnKs, Ina, head, and saturation fields. 

Results of their iterative geostatistical inverse approach for two -dimensional problems appear 
promising. Comparisons of the known hypothetical lnKs and lna fields and those derived from the 
classical geostatistical and the iterative approach are illustrated in the Figure 5. Based qn this figure, 
the iterative approach evidently yields maps of 1nKs and Ina fields that are much closer to the known 
fields than the maps produced by the conventional approach. It clearly depicts the high and low 
permeability zones which can significantly affect predictions of transport of contaminants in the soil. 

Based on the studies by Yeh and Zhang (1996) and Zhang and Yeh (1996), we have learned 
that the correlation scale ensures the spatial structure of the vadose zone is reflected in our estimates. 
A strong cross -correlation between the hydraulic property and secondary information improves our 
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Figure 5. Comparisons of true 1nK, field (A) with those estimated by classical cokriging (B) and by 
the iterative geostatistical approach (C), using the same amount of primary and secondary 
information. Similarly, true lna field (D), the estimate by classical cokriging (E), and by the iterative 
geostatistical approach (F). 
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point estimates. The iterative approach alleviates the linear assumption and thus enhances the cross - 
correlation, yielding better estimates. Recent studies have further suggested that the geostatistical 
inverse approach can be a very useful tool for flow and transport in aquifers if secondary information 
such as head, concentration, arrival time (Harvey and Gorelick, 1995) and seismic data (Copty and 
Rubin, 1995) are included. 

The coconditional Monte Carlo simulation is another tool for the coconditional analysis. It 
is similar to the conditional Monte Carlo simulation except both primary and secondary information 
are used to generate coconditional realizations of unsaturated hydraulic property fields. Details of the 
methodology is given in Harter and Yeh (1996b). The concept of coconditional simulation is 

appealing but its implementation is difficult due to nonlinearity of the Richards equation. Few 
applications of the coconditional simulation have been used in vadose zone hydrology. Harter and 
Yeh (1996b) investigated the effect of measurements of hydraulic conductivity and soil -water 
pressure heads on solute transport in the vadose zone. The first column of Figure 6 shows the 
evolution of a tracer plume at different dimensionless times (t =4, 8, 16, and 31) in a hypothetical 
vadose zone with the variance of unsaturated hydraulic conductivity equal to 3.2. The effect of 320 
saturated conductivity measurements on the simulated mean plume using the conditional approach 
is illustrated in the second column in Figure 6. The effect of 320 head measurements is shown in the 
first column of Figure 7, demonstrating that the head measurement can improve the prediction of the 
plume distribution but the improvement is not as significant as that using the conductivity 
measurement. The combined measurements of saturated conductivity and pressure head always 
provide the best prediction of the plume distribution as illustrated in the second column of Figure 7. 

The effect of conditioning is minimal though if the variance of unsaturated hydraulic conductivity is 

small. 
Results by Harter and Yeh (1996b) are preliminary due to the assumptions of unit mean 

gradient condition, exponential unsaturated hydraulic conductivity function, and steady -state flow. 
Nevertheless, their results demonstrate the practical usefulness of locally measured data, when 
incorporated into stochastic analysis as conditional information. 

While the conditional approaches are promising tools, they are not immune from theoretical 
difficulties. Suppose that, based on scatter measurements in a given vadose zone, exact conditional 
means of KM and C(*) are derived from kriging; boundary and initial mean conditions of the vadose 
zone are known exactly. With these conditional mean fields, boundary and initial conditions, (16) will 

not yield the conditional mean head, <Ir?, unless the product of conditional perturbation terms in 

(16) are zero or known. If K(tIr) and C(r) in the entire vadose zone are known exactly, the product 
terms will be zero. Otherwise, these terms must be evaluated but it is intractable at this moment. 

Therefore, the head field, resulting from a numerical model using kriged K(ijr) and C(ir) fields, 

represents a conditional effective head field in the sense that it satisfies the flow equation, boundary, 
and initial conditions. Since it is not the conditional mean field, its uncertainty cannot be properly 
addressed. 

Using both primary and secondary information to improve our estimates of coconditional 
means of K(*), C(iJr), and Ili is rational. Both cokriging and the iterative approach are appropriate 
tools for this purpose. While the linear assumption embedded in cokriging restricts its application to 

mildly heterogeneous vadose zones, the iterative geostatistical approach relaxes the linearity 
assumption. Nevertheless, both approaches face the problem arising from the unknown product 



Figure 6. Illustrations of actual concentration 
using 320 f measurements (second column) 
of a slug of tracer in a heterogeneous vadose 
condition. 
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Figure 7. Illustrations of the concentration fields by conditional simulation using 320 h measurements 
(first column) and those by using 320 f and h measurements (second column) at dimensionless times 
(4, 8, 16, 31). 
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terms in the conditional mean flow equation. On the one hand, cokriging may yield approximate 
conditional conductivity and head fields but they do not satisfy the mass balance principle and can 
create problematic velocity fields. Although this problem can be resolved by using the cokriged 
conductivity field and a flow model to derive a consistent head field, the simulated head field will not 
honor the observed heads at sample locations. The simulated head is essentially an effective head 
field, instead of the conditional mean. On the other hand, the iterative approach yields head and 
conductivity fields that satisfy the continuity equation but they are coconditional effective head and 
conductivity fields. Besides, both conditional and coconditional mean approaches produce only the 
mean flow. An additional conditional effective macrodispersion concept must be introduced, which 
has not been explored before. 

Conditional Monte Carlo techniques, using primary information or both primary and 
secondary information, do not rely on the conditional mean flow equation. The problem associated 
with the unknown product terms is thus avoided. Also, these techniques do not require the 
introduction of the conditional effective macrodispersion although they demand a significant 
computational resource. While the coconditional simulation takes advantage of potentially useful 
secondary information, it faces the same problem as cokriging due to its use of the linear predictor 
and superposition technique. First, resultant coconditional realizations of head and conductivity fields 
are likely different from the true coconditional ones. If one generates the coconditional realizations 
of conductivity fields first and then solves the flow equation with the conductivity fields, simulated 
head fields will not agree with the head measurement at the sample location and they are not 
coconditional head fields. Therefore, a new generation of iterative coconditional Monte Carlo 
simulation approach (e.g., Hanna and Yeh, 1996) that generates realizations of self -consistent 
coconditional conductivity and head fields must be developed. The new approach will demand even 
greater computation effort, compared with the noniterative one. Only rapid advances in computing 
technology can resolve such a problem. 

CONCLUSION 

The unconditional effective approach has addressed intractable issues faced by the 
homogeneous approach in the classical analysis. It derives the mean flow and transport equation for 
the vadose zone and provides estimates of effective hydraulic properties and variances of predictions. 
Furthermore, it advances our understanding of the scale effect of heterogeneity on flow and transport. 
If the size of a given domain of the vadose zone is much greater than the correlation scale of the most 
significant heterogeneity, the FSREV is expected to exist. Then, the unconditional effective 
parameter theory should provide an unbiased estimate of the mean behavior of the system. This 
unbiased estimate will be in good agreement with our observation, if the scale of our interest is 

greater than or equal to the FSREV. That is, we are interested in the integrated behavior (i.e., 
moments, or breakthroughs ) of moisture or concentration distributions at large times when they 
have already encountered a sufficient number of heterogeneities. Then the deviation between our 
observation and prediction will be small. On the other hand, if the scale of our interest is smaller than 
the FSREV, the discrepancy will depend upon the magnitude and size of the heterogeneity, and the 

mean flow and transport behavior (i.e., mean hydraulic or concentration gradients). For cases where 
the domain of the problem does not encompass many of the most significant heterogeneities, the 
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FSREV will not exist. The unconditional effective theory will produce a biased estimate of the mean 
behavior of the system, which will likely disagree with our observation even if the scale of our interest 
is larger than the FSREV. Thus, the conditional effective parameter approach will be the only viable 
approach. 

Among all the various conditional effective parameter approaches, the coconditional approach 
using unsaturated hydraulic conductivity, soil -water pressure, moisture content, concentration, and 
geological and geophysical information is most appealing and deserves further development. Despite 
how much uncertainty that the coconditional approach can reduce, incorporation of all of the 
available information in the prediction is rational. The uncertainty will be gradually reduced as more 
data become available. Thus, this approach is a promising mathematical tool that can bring our 
prediction one step closer to reality. One must recognize that regardless how much data is collected, 
our ability to predict the actual plume is limited to its "bulk" behavior due to measurement, 
interpolation, modeling, and numerical errors(Yeh et al., 1995). Therefore, the iterative geostatistical 
method may provide a good approximation of the mean flow path. To address uncertainties, the 
coconditional Monte Carlo simulation is a logical choice although its estimates are uncertain 
themselves. 

For many field problems where the vadose zone consists of hard rocks, hundreds or 
thousands of feet in thickness, usefulness of the stochastic approach is limited. To obtain statistically 
meaningfully estimates of moments for K(*) and 6(111) curves will demand a great number of deep 
wells and samples, which are seldomly affordable. A classical analysis may be the only choice. Thus, 
identifying large -scale geological structures and units, using geological and geophysical well logs, is 

the first and imperative step. Representative samples can then be taken from each unit for 
measurements of K(t1r) and 6(110 relationships. Though this information is general and insufficient, 
its combination with a three -dimensional model will produce a more realistic result than the 

unconditional effective approach. In fact, such an approach is essentially a coconditional effective 
approach at least in a qualitative sense. 

While the stochastic approach deserves further development, we must recognize that all 

stochastic methods are tools based on statistics that can only provide the best unbiased estimate. No 
matter how elegant and flawless a stochastic theory is, it never reduces the uncertainty in our 
predictions. Only a large amount of data can lessen the uncertainty and make the stochastic result 

statistically meaningful. Improving our knowledge of the spatial distribution of hydrologic properties 
in the vadose zone thus becomes the only solution to the spatial variability problem. For this reason, 
cost -effective site characterization techniques that can sense a large volume of the geological 
formation and can detect the pattern of the significant heterogeneity in the vadose zone must be 

developed. Exact knowledge of hydraulic property values generally are less important than the 

pattern of the property since our predictions will always be limited to the "bulk" behavior. Finally, 

efficient numerical algorithms for solving three- dimensional nonlinear equations and faster and less - 

expensive computational tools are needed to advance our ability of predicting flow and solute 

transport in the vadose zone at high resolutions. 
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